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YOUR GLOBAL PARTNER 
 IN SCAFFOLDING & SHORING

STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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SCAFOM-RUX SUPPORTS YOU  
WITH RELIABILITY IN ALL MATTERS

and technical support, Scafom-rux 
is a strong scaffolding partner for 
your construction, infrastructure, 
industry and shoring projects. Close 
communication with our customers 
and highest quality standards make 
Scafom-rux one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of premium 
scaffolding systems.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

SCAFOM-RUX – COMPANY PROFILE
Scafom-rux is a manufacturer, distributor, and rental supplier of premium quality scaffolding, shoring and formwork 
solutions. With five strategically located production sites and a growing global presence in 20+ countries on 5 
continents, Scafom-rux products are always close to you. 

Founded in 1978 by Frans Brinkmann, the Scafom group has its roots and headquarters in the Netherlands. In 2005, the 
German scaffolding supplier Rux becomes part of the group, bringing with it another 50+ years of experience in the 
scaffolding industry. Our company name as it stands today is coined. Today, Scafom-rux is still a family-owned business 
and provides numerous professional scaffolding, shoring and formwork solutions for industries like construction, oil & 
gas, mining, shipbuilding, and more.

■  Most complete product 
 portfolio
■  Innovative and inventive
■  Long-standing experience 
■  Excellent customer service
■  Highest quality scaffolding 
 and shoring systems 
■  Maximum safety standards 

Scafom-rux’s services do not stop 
with the sale of a product. We also 
support you with advice based on 
over 50 years of experience in the 
business and rental solutions that 
increase your flexibility. 

Excellent customer service, a strong 
global presence, professional trainings, 

STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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Our more than 1000 colleagues worldwide ensure 
that you can always rely on the high quality and 
safety standards of our scaffolding and shoring 
systems. To make your work as easy and safe as 
possible, we ensure that our products meet the 
highest technical standards and have this certified 
by numerous independent institutes worldwide. 

FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESS 
AND A GLOBAL PLAYER

Scafom-rux started off as a spindle manufacturer 
in the Netherlands. Since then, we have 
constantly adapted to the evolving challenges 
of the scaffolding industry. Today, our company 
is not only a distributor of scaffolding and 
shoring solutions, but also a globally recognized 
manufacturer and service provider. 

Scafom-rux products are based on decades of experience and an understanding of our customers 
challenges. Our globally operating group enables us to respond to customer needs in various 
industries all over the world. 

O V E R V I E W  O N  P A G E  1 9

COMPANY OVERVIEW

SCAFOM-RUX GLOBAL
With our offices, yards, and production sites all over the world, Scafom-rux has an 
excellent network to support customers worldwide.

At the end of the day, whether a product was made in China, Romania, Poland or 
Belgium is of no real significance to the user. The precondition, however, is that the 
quality is in focus. Scafom-rux runs five strategically located production sites. This 
way we can ensure high production standards and provide you with easy and fast 
access to our products. 

FAMILY
OWNED

BUSINESS

85K+ TONS
SCAFFOLD RENTAL 

MATERIAL

1000+ EMPLOYEES 
AROUND

THE WORLD

OPERATIONS 
IN 20+ COUNTRIES 
ON 5 CONTINENTS

STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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MODULAR MEETS SHORING 
MODULAR SCAFFOLD DURALOK

DURALOK is a modular scaffolding and shoring system that stands out for its stability, safety and 
durability. 

DURALOK is the optimum solution for both small- and short-term projects as well as long-
term deployments in large-scale heavy duty industrial contracts. DURALOK only requires short 
assembly and dismantling times thanks to the clever assembly method. Four components can 
be fixed with only one single action. 

COMPATIBILITY IN 07 DIMENSION 
CONSTRUCTION SCAFFOLD FRAMESCAFF

The FRAMESCAFF construction scaffold has a standard width of 73 cm and bay lengths in 07 
dimensions. This makes it compatible with generally accepted market standards. 

Thanks to its approvals by renowned German building authority DIBt, you can either use 
FRAMESCAFF components in combination with other 07 scaffolding systems or as an 
independent scaffolding system. The geometry of the FRAMESCAFF scaffold makes it self-
aligning once it is levelled with the ground. This makes it especially easy to assemble within 
only a few steps. 

No matter what project is on your agenda, Scafom-rux modular scaffold 
RINGSCAFF provides you with the necessary flexibility.

The RINGSCAFF connector makes the assembly and dismantling of your 
scaffold particularly fast and easy. The system only consists of a few basic 
components that are easy to store. Certified by recognised authorities 
worldwide such as DIBT, AFNOR, AENOR, LNEC, RISE and more, RINGSCAFF is 
a high-quality modular scaffolding system that allows you to work safely for 
decades with hardly any maintenance costs.

The Scafom-rux SUPER scaffolding system is one of the most popular systems 
on the market. No other scaffolding can be assembled and disassembled as 
quickly and requires as few basic elements. The SUPER scaffolding system 
is available in widths of 0.65 meters and 1 meter and has a standard stroke 
height of 2 meters. 

The practical gravity lock ensures a self-securing connection between the 
frames, guardrails or diagonals. The components can be easily mounted by 
just one person without them having to go back and forth all the time. 

MODULAR 
SCAFFOLD RINGSCAFF 
UNBEATABLY VERSATILE

CONSTRUCTION 
SCAFFOLD SUPER
METRIC, FAST AND EASY

COMPANY OVERVIEW STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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SHORING PROPS 
Props have been the core of our product range for many years. Meanwhile we offer a wide 
range for every purpose. The best part: We can easily customize them for your specific needs. 
Their long service life also makes the Scafom-rux telescopic and push-pull props a financially 
safe investment with the best price-performance ratio.

Our high-quality screw and strut props are a trusted choice for projects in different sectors of 
construction. The integrated hand and drop-out protection make them especially safe to use. 

SHORING AND STRUCTURE 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
TRIED, TESTED AND PROVEN 

The construction of roads, viaducts, bridge columns, as well as suspended 
floors in car parks and apartment complexes, requires strong, reliable and 
stable shoring systems. Proven Scafom-rux products combine strength with 
efficiency and ease of use. The product range extends from the classic BM 
push-pull prop to the advanced Ring Power System (RPS 100). 

Especially worth mentioning: our POLY system is based on more than 25 years 
of practical experience and unique in the construction sector.

WEATHER +
CONSTRUCTION SITE 
PROTECTION
With system-free roofs and enclosures, rain, dust, and noise don’t stand a 
chance. Scafom-rux weather and construction site protection systems only 
require a few, easy-to-handle standard components that can be modified 
and adapted to the most various application requirements. 

For example, our MULTI ROOF and SCAFFGUARD can be quickly assembled 
with RINGSCAFF material. This is how the most space-saving and sustainable 
use of our scaffolding products is made possible.

SYSTEM-INDEPENDENT ACCESSORIES 

A meaningful selection of accessory parts turns a standard 
scaffolding into a bespoke solution for various application 
purposes. Whether your client is a painter, bricklayer or roofer: 
with the optimally customised accessorie range offered, you will 
be able to provide exactly the scaffolding your clients needs.

Scafom-rux offers a wide range of 
system-free accessories such as
 
■  Couplers
■  Stairs and ladders 
■  Lattice girders
■  Planks
■  Transportation and 
  logistics solutions 
■  …and more

Coupler Logistics solutions

Color to be 

customized

Aluminium
bordestrap

COMPANY OVERVIEW STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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As a family-owned company we experience one thing again and again: we 
are the strongest when we all pull together. And as in a family, cooperation 
will be successful if it is based on constant exchange with each other on 
equal terms. Only in this way can we develop an understanding of each 
other’s needs and meet them together. 

This is exactly how we define our relationship with you as our client. Because 
one thing is for sure:  You need more than a good product to make your 
project work. It’s also about close and honest communication with each 
other to really support you in the challenges of your everyday work.

PARTNERS IN SCAFFOLDING  
STRONGER TOGETHER

STRONG COOPERATION
WORLDWIDE
Whether our colleagues are on spot for you in Germany or in Latin America – only the mutual support 
within the Scafom-rux team enables us to find the best solution for you across countries.

Be it the cooperation of our local engineering teams, the constant exchange of our expertise in a wide 
range of industries or the quick sourcing of special parts: Our understanding of acting as a global team 
allows us to offer you one of the most comprehensive product portfolios on the market and an outstanding 
customer service.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

An excellent scaffolding system has real added value for you when it adapts to the various requirements 
of your work. That is why we attach great importance to well thought-out product design on the one hand 
and to the certified compatibility of our scaffolding systems with other leading systems on the other.  

In addition, our product portfolio is structured in such a way that the individual components complement each 
other. The result is a strong product range with which you can sustainably maintain the value of your stock.  

SCAFFOLDING SOLUTIONS
THAT ALWAYS FIT

STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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CERTIFIED 
COMPABILITY
Mixing approvals help to make a scaffolding system cost-efficient and particularly versatile. When using a mixing-
approved scaffolding system, you remain flexible while retaining the value of your current stock.

Scafom-rux modular scaffolding system RINGSCAFF is 
officially certified by the German Institute for Structural 
Engineering (DIBt) to be mixed with other leading 
scaffolding systems.

This way you can increase your planning flexibility, make 
the most of your stock and be free to always choose the 
best product with the best possible service. In addition, 
RINGSCAFF’s mixing approvals replace elaborate static 
calculations.

HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTION
The running of our own production facilities gives Scafom-rux full control over the entire 
production process and quality assurance. Our five factories in total are located in China, 
Belgium, Poland and Romania and guarantee our customers easy and fast access to our 
products and the highest quality and safety standards.  

A skilled and certified workforce and modern equipment ensures that customers can always 
rely on the high quality of Scafom-rux products. Our own quality assurance process starts 
with the selection of the suppliers of raw materials and continues throughout the entire 
production chain until the goods are safely loaded for shipping and transportation.

MAXIMUM SAFETY, 
INTERNATIONALLY APPROVED
Scafom-rux products are popular around the world for good reason. All Scafom-rux scaffolding 
systems are tested, certified, and regularly audited for their quality, durability, and adherence 
to industry wide standards. The high quality and safety of all our products is certified by 
several independent standards authorities worldwide such as the German Institute for 
Building Technology (DIBt), the French AFNOR, the English NASC, the Swedish RISE and 
the Spanish AENOR institute.

MIXING
APPROVED!

DIBt 

National
Technical 
Approval1

Date:
Reference:

30.03.2016 I37-1.8.22-69/15

Deutsches 
Institut 

für 

Bautechnik 

Approval body for construction products and types of 

construction

Construction audit body

An institution under Public Law jointly advocated by 

the Federal Government and the States

Member of EOTA, UEAtc and WFTAO

              

Authorisation number:

Validity period

Z-8.22-869

from: 9. April 2016

until:   9. April 2021

Applicant:
Scafom Holding BV

De Kempen 5 

6021 PZ BUDEL 

NETHERLANDS

Subject of approval: 

Modular Scaffold system “RINGSCAFF"

This above mentioned approval subject is hereby officially building inspectorate authorized. 

This National Technical approval document comprises 22 pages plus Annex A (page 1 to 4), 

Annex B (page 1 to 62), Annex C (page 1 to 4) and Annex D (page 1 to 8).

The approval subject was granted for the first time on March, 5th 2001 a National Technical 

Approval.

DIBt | Kolonnenstraße 30 B| D-10829 Berlin | Tel.: +493078730-0 | Fax: +493078730-320 | E-Mail: dibt@dibt.de | www.dibt.de

1. Translation of the original German version, not authorised by the Deutsches Insitut für Bautechnik

05.01.2016 I 37.1-1.8.22-37/12 

Z-8.22-901

5. Januar 20165. Januar 2021

Scafom-rux HoldingDe Kempen 5 6021 PZ BUDEL NIEDERLANDE

Modulsystem "RINGSCAFF-V"

Der oben genannte Zulassungsgegenstand wird hiermit allgemein bauaufsichtlich zugelassen. 

Diese allgemeine bauaufsichtliche Zulassung umfasst 24 Seiten sowie Anlage A (Seiten 1 bis 2), 

Anlage B (Seiten 1 bis 101), Anlage C (Seiten 1 bis 4) und Anlage D (Seiten 1 bis 12). 

Der Gegenstand ist erstmals am 27. Juli 2005 allgemein bauaufsichtlich zugelassen worden.

STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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RENTAL SOLUTIONS 
FOR EVERY PROJECT
Scafom-rux supports you with flexible rental solutions tailored to your individual needs: Your 
project has no defined duration? Thanks to its fully equipped rental facilities all over the 
world, Scafom-rux can offer you attractive conditions, helping you to activate the assets you 
already have. 

Renting scaffolds reduces costs by eliminating the need for storage, maintenance and repair of 
parts, a service area, and maintenance staff. Scaffold rental equipment comes from Scafom-rux 
rental yards with a worry-free guarantee. We guarantee that our equipment has been serviced 
and properly maintained. Our team will be happy to inform you about our rental solutions.

SCAFFOLD RENTAL

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS 
MADE FOR YOUR NEEDS

A successful project does not only demand careful planning but also some amount of 
flexibility. The project duration can be extended unplanned or a short-term need for a 
material supply can arise. In those cases, Scafom-rux supports you with a fast delivery of 
material or flexible rental or financial solutions. 

Multiple deliveries well matched to the assembly speed of the scaffolders and delivery within one 
day are possible. Scafom-rux solutions do not stop with the smart design of a product. We also 
support you with advice based on over 50 years of experience in the business and solutions that 
go beyond the standard. Our team is dedicated to find the best solution for your project. 

FLEXIBILITY

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CUSTOMER 
SERVICES
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TRAININGS BY EXPERTS
The right planning, the correct handling, and the ability to know what to do in case of emergency, 
are equally important as high-quality scaffolding systems. That is why Scafom-rux offers regular 
trainings as well as special trainings for scaffolders, engineers or your external partners.

■  Trainings for scaffolders: 
 Learn how to assemble and dismantle our scaffolding systems.

■  Trainings for engineers: 
 Our engineers teach you the planning and configuration of our products.

■  Rescue trainings: 
 Our trained staff prepares you for what to do in case of emergency and teaches you in what  
 to do to prevent accidents.

■  Trainings for scaffolding calculation and technical design: 
 Our experts support you with the implementation of your project as well as with the 
 assembly and usage of each of our systems.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

TRAININGS TECHNICAL SUPPORTCUSTOMER 
SERVICES

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
FROM ENGINEERING EXPERTS 

For the most efficient planning of your project, sometimes a little help is needed. The 
Engineering Team at Scafom-rux is happy to support you with several scaffolding and technical 
services to make your project a successful. 

Our Technical Department can provide you with designs, drawings and statical calculations before 
and during your project including visits to the project site if needed. Complete planning of your 
scaffolding project from start to end is also possible. 
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SCAFOM-RUX, YOUR GLOBAL NETWORK 
FOR SCAFFOLDING & SHORING
Scafom-rux’s global network includes offices, yards and production facilities in Europe, North 
and South America, and Asia. This allows us to keep our delivery routes as short as possible 
and to always give you easy and quick access to our scaffolding products.

With a wide product range, an inventive spirit, and long-standing experience, Scafom-rux offers 
highest quality scaffolding, shoring and framework systems with maximum safety standards. 
Thanks to our global network, Scafom-rux is always close to you, guaranteeing you fast deliveries, 
easy access to our products and excellent quality.

YARDSOFFICES PRODUCTION SITES

COMPANY OVERVIEW

SOUTH AMERICA
Offices
Lima, Peru
Santiago, Chile
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Yards
Lima, Peru
Arequipa, Peru
Santiago, Chile
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

EUROPE
Offices
Budel, Netherlands
Beek en Donk, Netherlands
Turnhout, Belgium
Žilina, Slovakia
Juilly, France
Toulouse, France
Rennes, France
Madrid, Spain
Sevilla, Spain
Hagen, Germany
Zabrze, Poland 
Grabo, Sweden 

Production sites
Kaulille, Belgium
Zabrze, Poland
Nadrag, Romania

Yards
Hagen, Germany
Berlin, Germany
Leipzig, Germany
München, Germany
Hamburg, Germany
Dresden, Germany
Beek en Donk, 
The Netherlands
Kaulille, Belgium
Juilly, France
Saint Gilles, France
Toulouse, France
Rennes, France
Madrid, Spain
Žilina, Slovakia

ASIA
Offices
Yunnan, China
Singapore

Production sites
Yantai, China
Yunnan, China

Yards
Yunnan, China
Yantai, China
Deyang, China

NORTH AMERICA
Offices
Brampton, ON, Canada
Edmonton, AB, Canada
La Porte, TX, USA

Yards
Brampton, ON, Canada
Edmonton, AB, Canada
Bonnyville, AB, Canada
Sarnia, ON, Canada
La Porte, TX, USA
Port Allen, LA, USA
Los Angeles, USA
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PROJECTS

Europoort Power Plant in the Netherlands. The multidirectional RINGSCAFF system was ideal for the work on the power plant in Rotterdam. 

Thanks to its flexibility, the scaffolding could be adapted to the challenging shape of the object.

Castle Neuschwanstein in Germany. Narrow access roads, impassable terrain and crowds of visitors notwithstanding, Scafom-rux SUPER 65 scaffolding system 

in combination with a modular scaffolding system was erected to renovate the exterior façade of the globally known historic building.

COMPANY OVERVIEW STRONGER. TOGETHER.
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PROJECTS

Repsol Refinery in Spain. The assembly of the 90 metres high RINGSCAFF scaffold for sandblasting work at the refinery in Tarragona was a real statical challenge. 

The difficulties posed by the temperature fluctuations of the refinery, the increased wind load added by the protective tarpaulins, and the accumulating blasting 

material were solved with careful planning of the anchoring, a special configuration and perforated steel planks. 

Guilong Highway in China. One million cubic metres of SPS, Duralok and SBS 135 material were used for the construction of the 12 km long Highway 

in the Guizhou Province. Special designs of shoring had to be done for the project.

COMPANY OVERVIEW



Scafom-rux 

De Kempen 5, 6021 PZ Budel
T. +31 495 497 204
E. info@scafom-rux.com

www.scafom-rux.com
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